Various mapping theorems for sheaf cohomology are obtained, where coefficients are in locally constant sheaves or limits of locally constant sheaves. Applications are made to the continuity of sheaf cohomology on homotopy-systems. A generalization of the Alexander-Cech cohomology continuity theorem is an immediate consequence.
1. Notation. The category of sheaves (of some algebraic structure) of a fixed (always Hausdorff) space A will be denoted by <)ix. The (full) subcategory of 9Íx of locally constant sheaves (or limits of locally constant sheaves) on X will be denoted by Wx (1lx). For general definitions in sheaf theory see [1, Chapter 17] and [2] . All maps are assumed to be continuous.
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3. Continuity theorems. The introduction of homotopy-systems in the above setting precipitates the following results on continuity (see [4] for basic definitions and properties of homotopy-systems).
An inverse system of spaces {Xa, cpx}A is called a homotopy-inverse system (F¿-homotopy-inverse system) iff whenever a, /?, y e A and a</3<y, then tpi<p}~cpl (cpacpß'~cpl by a F^-homotopy for some cover Fx of XA.
Theorem A. If {Xa, 935} A is a F ¿-homotopy-inverse system of locally path connected compact spaces with respect to covers {Fa}A determined by some system {sé^, 0>1¡}a of locally constant sheaves on {Xx, cpa}A (where <J>p are cp^-cohomorphisms), then H*(X, sé)=H*(h-pro) lim Xx, inj lim cp%séAoe inj lim H*(Xa, sé A-
The homotopy-inverse limit space, A=h-proj lim Xa, is compact [4] , and if cpa:X-*Xx is the projection map, then cp*séx is a locally constant sheaf on X with respect to the cover <p~x(Fx). If sé=inj lim cp*séx, then inj lim H*(X, cp*séA^H*(X,sé).
In view of the fact that the sheaves {séx} and {cp*sé'"} are locally constant, the behavior of the direct limit functor on {H*(Xx,séA} is identical to the usual situation and the result follows.
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary
5. If X is compact and sé is the limit of sheaves in %x, then H*(X, sé) may be expressed as a doubly iterated limit of cohomologies of spaces of the homotopy type of polyhedra with coefficients in locally constant sheaves.
If constant sheaves are present in Theorem 4 the ^-homotopy condition in Theorem 4 may be weakened to give the following generalization of the Alexander-Cech continuity theorem [1, p. 168].
6. //{A,, cpa}A is a homotopy-inverse system of locally path connected compact spaces, then /Y*(h-proj lim Xa, A)i^inj lim H*(Xa, R).
An analogous result may be obtained for Cech homology.
